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on the water, he'll be competing in three events - two singles and a team of two - and will also
handle some presentations. the 2009 bassmaster classic is over, and i'm sure the best 12 anglers
are busy analyzing the tournament and their own data. i don't think anyone in the sport wants to

relive it, especially since they had their spots sewn up by last june. in 2003, we had about 25 or 30
boats in the top 10, with almost all of the boats standing within a few spots of each other. of course,
a few boats did very well. phil parsons, for example, won the bassmaster classic in a record-setting
28.1-pound limit. but, overall, it was a very tight race in 2003. the first time i fished bass, it was a

rough day for me. i didn't know what i was doing. i just didn't have the right equipment or know what
i was doing. over time i've learned to build a better, more consistent rod. i've learned to match rods

to hooks, but i have yet to learn how to match rods to people. the right guy can make all the
difference. i think the biggest weakness to the bass'n gal is really a strength: the social side of

fishing. the bass'n gal really is a small community of people. they all know each other, and they all
want to get together. it's a pretty sweet thing, and i think the reason why is because they share all
the same interests. i think it's a great thing, but i think that it can also be a weakness. i think that
can be a good thing too; i think that's a strength of the bass'n gal, that it's not only a tournament,

it's a community. and i think that it's a great thing for everyone to share in and to make all the time,
but i also think that it can be a weakness as well, and i think that's the reason why we're not as

strong as we should be.
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then along came the b.a.s. women's bass tour, a
grassroots tour meant to expand the women's bass
fishing community. and it did. once the tour started,
helen sevier, who owns four charter fishing boats in

florida, decided to buy the bass'n gal tournament. she
purchased the tournament for $7,500, and gave it to
b. to run. sevier's goal was to make the b. women's

bass tour the biggest women's bass tournament in the
country. the first round of the b.a.s. women's bass tour

was held in october 2000, and the top 10 women
anglers received a special bass'n gal award: the bass'n

gal medallion. the second round of the tournament
was held in december, and sevier had done it again,
bringing the top 10 women anglers to the finals. the

winner of the bass'n gal tournament in december was
16-year-old kayla strahle of southport, n.c. she was a

3.5-weight angler, and finished as the tour winner with
a total of 12 bass on the day. the second place finisher

was shala volkening of lagrange, ga., with five bass.
the third place finisher was maryann quintel of

magnolia, texas, with four bass. not too long after,
bass'n gal got a new sponsor: a florida-based fleet of
10 bass-chasing luxury boats called the hot shots. the

hot shots became so popular that sevier eventually
added an extra round to the bass'n gal tournament.
the third round is held in may. this year, sevier has a
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new twist: the bass'n gal tournament will double as
the first round of the new b.a.s. women's bass tour. b.
is currently in the process of searching for a new title
sponsor, and that sponsor will become the first round

of the tour. "b. is the single most important
organization in the sport of bass fishing," sevier said.
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